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Ut ; L - . u
rord ’utopi " cc fro: Greek, me 3 0
no rl.je, It vr
, s first used -3 a title by Sir Thom-; 0
'’ore in 1516 of iu. 0 _- ij- nd, enjoying
1 erfection in litics, 1 s. 1 d per nor. 1 r e la ti on ship 8
idee of utopia ; , .. *, f Id More’s
. of an ideal commonwealth. It apj
Plu . ’ r
,
to,
i 3 -.or . fu?
" y .. v lor 3d in hi 3 "R 33: ublic " .
nUt pi n" now applies to those phi? ^ . r 301
tists, and dreamers rri te of imaginary worlds usua
impossible of attainment. These idealists include More,
Camj nella, nd Bacon. The term is also pplicable
those intellectual and mechanical schemes, such c s
Bellamy's ’’Looking Backward", Wells, "Tne Shape f Things
to Come, and Huxl y* 3 "Br ive New Woild" . Thes more
recent dream-worlds sr vastly ’afferent in score from
the sixteenth ana seven. th centi r utopias for in
ini rim the world had greatly ch iged. Sci ~ ,
chinery, and industry suggested all kinds of possibil-
future. In place - - 3 hful-thinking re
fir.u - rophocy.
-.
ITTTP ODUbTIQH
It is the purpose of this thesis to tr ce Utopian
. 1518 to 1933, A comparative study of t
theoror etic 1 bocks from Mors to ^ell-s cannot hslp but
be fruitful for each reflects the spirit of its time.
During the Middle Ages there ware no Utopi? 3 written.
Religion dominated thought and alchemj :h. limited
science. Man believed that th: future would be as the
past, and did not concern himself with idle dreams or
prophecy. He accepted fate. But in the period th. t
followed, tradition was questioned. Men began to real-
ise th t gov rnment and church were corrupt; it was
natural to conceive of an ideal country wherein all w 3
as if should be. More's "Utopia" of the sixteenth century
is an excellent oxKa le of how the Oxford Reformers
were thinking d ri g Henry the Eighth's reign. The book
"contains not only a picture of ...n ideal community, but
a severe indictment of th disorders attend: the great
social .nd economic transf or* .at i n from an agricultural
to an industrial -nd com . eroinl state through which
d was passing."* More became Chancellor of England
but he could ot carry cut his edern ideas on labor,
questions of criminal law, education, public health,
.ind fr edom of speech.
^ith the passing of another century the possibilities
cf science are developed in bolder books by The /as Cam one
v
"Famous Utopias" Introduction by Charles Andrews
.'
*
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3and Fn no is Bacon. Th© equality of man becomes a n€
note, affecting life intellectually and socially. "Unlike
Sir Thomas '.tore, neither Campanal’’ a nor Bacon conce rned
himrelf much d th the economic or social qusstio c of his
time. Camoanel 1 a ’.vas from boyhood a stud nt of logic -.nd
1 hysios. Bacon, led partly by personal inclination, and
partly by the fact th. t in th-- greater prosperity of the
ag of Elisabeth, social conditic ad b 3 x-
i^ent, turned hi attention to politics and philosophy
.
11 *
The Age of Machinery with its tr ndous influence
on living conditions caused such modern utopias as
Ed rd Bell ' "I king Backw ", H, G. Wells’ "S
lii s to Come", ind Aldous Huxley’s "Brave Hew World".
In these fants tic :rlds we find science supplying
incr of 11 that man has wished for. The present
lines of discovery md rase rch are mer- ly extended, -
some too far, but other prognostic tions r- now dull
facts: "one’s belief in a hypothesis is one of the things
th t af: set its realization." Imaginative though any
of these designs for 1 Lving are, each has been called a
mirror of th. prevailing thought of the period in -hich
it was writt nd a key to the ideals of the best men.
Whether we have any faith in th 3 utopian hopes of
others or not, we are probably finding an escape in our
own will-to-utopia. Particularly at thi tii . when the
world 3 anas to have abandoned the hops of people living
"Famous Utopias" Introduction by Charles r . Andr
(I
r
-
in h rmony and decency - '"hen rn n's noble efforts towards
civilisation seem destined to failure and frustr tion.
Particularly now has it be n interesting to m ke survey
of those ideal commonwealths where barbarisms like Hitler*
intolerances could not exist.
1
"UTOPIA" BY T‘-I0 ,fA3 '.'OPE

u- "UTOPIA” -
Sir Thomas More's ideal conu.on-vealtn, "Utopia" reflects
to 1 3 "Republic", but it i y and. gc tim s satir-
,1. Er _ as, More's very dear but erratical f ' d, had
written a book which he titled the "Praise of Folly", des-
cribing a land which did exist, - Europe, There all things
were ruled by Folly. The two scholars had been coll bora tor 3
id More found the burden of defense upon him, The
inevitable relationship of Reason to Folly no doubt suggested
a companion work, Why not write a bock describing an ideal
republic wherein Rea 3 on ruled - where the inhabitants existed
under perfect conditions* His fantasy carried on a fashion
that was set by "The Voyages of Amerious ' r ucius", a
story of the imaginary voj ger who arrives at the ideal
st te. During a stay in Antwerp, bore met a Pater Giles,
a f d a 1
,
and went over his plan for "Utopia".
Some critics would have us believe th’t More -wrote this book
with the intent to reform his contei per- rv England, but those
who know its true history point out that the book was ori^-
inally written in Batin (1516) for a small circle of friends,
all humanists like the author, who were too much above the
orld . . . any interest in its vulgar troubles** When he
returned from Belgium, howev r, he continued to ponder ana
found himself b coming more in earnest. This resulted in
I'
1
.
.
.
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a second part which ha has placed first and it describes the
wrongs of his day. It is the second part, written first,
with which we are co. earned.
In this sketch of an ida 1 commonwealth, he details a
supposed conversation with Ralph Hythlodaya, a scholar a,nd
wit who h jail d ith Amerigo Ve ; acci. In the first 1 k,
Hy t 1 day has h d nuch to ,say in condemnation of England’s
political and social evils, and in satirical contrast des-
cribes an island There th- individual works for the common
O oou after having passed through nation- 1 system of educa-
tion. The success of the system is dependent on slavery md
rked limitation of ' s personal lit z ti is o points
severely attacked by critics vho take \!ors seriously.
Topogi p lically, Utopia is perfect. Plato had written
hi3 "Republic" with the soil of Athens in mind; hi 3 was the
"valley section" - the ideal location of the geographer.
Utoria is an island two hundred miles long and lm03t s
wide though it narrows at tne ends. Its coast line ic its
harbor line, but the water is filled _th dangerous rocks
which prevent all but native ns vigators from landing safely.
Thus the islanders are rotected by nature, s well as by
small garrisons, from the descent of any enemy army, "’his
fortified kingdom consists of fifty-four cities approximately
twenty-four miles from each other - all built as nearly a-
lik
. ] bl0 and having the s ime manners, customs,
1- ws. Should any city become too great, i. e
. ,
exceed six
1*
.
«
.
.
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thousand Llies, cities that do not increase sc fast are
populated from those that breed f- ste-r. And "if ther- is
any increase over the '/hole island, then they dr^w ut a
number of their citizens out of tha several towns, nd sara
them over to the neig 1 oring continent; rhere, if they find
that the inhabitants have more soil than they can well cul-
tivate, j fix a colony, taking the inhabitants into tneir
society." * The Utopians consider it e just cause for war
if another nation prevents them from using soil which h s
r nnained idle no uncultivated.
Amaurot is the chief and central tc/n -/her chrse sen-
ators from each city meet annual' y for it is here that ve
find the seat of govern.;. -nt.
Farm houses have been built over the country and ade-
quately furnished, but no family makes a permanent residence
of one. The inhabitants from the city take turns in hus-
bandry -nd their services are calculated to m ke for hum n
iness and virtue. The country fa ily . ts f f: vty
men no. women, besides two slaves. Half the number return
to the city after two years nd are replaced by twenty new
recruits vho are taught in turn by those remaining. In this
way, the laborious *ork of farmi is iivided f irly, but
should one prefer country life, he may continue in it. So
with the trades. Son usually follows father, but if he has
a genius for another interest he is allowed to pursue it.
"Famous Utopias" p. 174
.*
.
.
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eWe shall find that Campanella n--i Bellamy h.ve also provided
i in’ s unac 30un tabl « 1 s
typical tillers of the soil and breeders of cattle t but their
chick -r. 3 ar hatched by incubation. Here is an inst nco of
the dreamer miking a scientific forecast.
The only problem these Utopians have to meet is one of
surplus; they 3 j s sow n jre, never leas than is ne ded,
and what cannot be used is given to neighbors. This fertile
isltnd is e.v pi re:' tly in the geographical belt of plenty.
’’Earth is here 30 kind, that Just tickle her with hoe and
she laughs with a harvest" is not More’s description but is
a plicable. ’"hat the country cannot supply, the agistrate
of each to m, gives generously - without exchange. In fact,
he supplies extra hands at harvest time who complete the
work in one day. Brotherly lo/e and cooperation have sub-
merged more universal characteristics such pride, nvy,
i personal , ••* 3 cooperative plan is based
on the fallacy of man’s essential goodness. Self-love has
been supplanted by lo Cor one’s 1 g hbors* The only in-
dication of competitive .instinct seems to find total outlet
in the ’’humor of ordering their gardens ” vhich is not on"
y
kept up by th? pleasure they find in it, "but also by n em-
ulation between the inhabitants of the several streets, 'ho
vie with each other."
cI
I
I
The description of the town, barring the high and. thick
wall in which there are many tower a . ' forts, sounds much
like a Philadelphia suburb - the buildings are so uniform
that the whole side of a street looks like one house.
>re, contrary to othei Ut plans, has made his common-
we 1th a monarchy. Plato had 30id: "Nations will be happy
hen ither philosophers become kings, or king 3 become
philosophers." The sixteenth century could not offend its
king without the penalty of death. Sir Thomas More . . n-ged
to keep hi 3 head u til 1535. He placed a prince at the
head of nis fictitious gov rnmsnt who held the office for
life, unless it could be proved that h ttempted to en -
slave all the people.
The Tranibor 3
,
or Arch-PhiTarchs, nr en chosen every
year (though they may continue) who are over ten Philarchs,
each of whom is chosen by thirty families. All the Philarchs
(two hundred) in turn choose the prince from four candidates.
The only uuty of th^ Philarchs is to see th- t no own lives
idly, so they set the good example of working, too. The
only other exemption from work is extndsd to those who
show politic. 1 romise and to these is given the gr ivil. ge
of study that they may become th ambassadors, priest s,
Tranibor s, and possibly the Prince. Th a politic:! records
go back almost t rc thous nd years to Utopus who made the
island of a peninsula, conceived its aims, one xppar^r, tly
left only its beauty to be dsvel ~ped.
IV
I
Every mil and woman learns a trade in addition to his
agricultural work - the women weave and sew; the men at-
tend to the ruder trades. Campanella echoes this plan
in his "City of the Sun". Cloth* s are mede at home, hut
since the style never alters, and the only distinctions
necessary are th t of sex nd vnether iarried or single,
the clothing problem is greatly simplified.
About 14S7 More was greatly influenced by the
Carthusian monks. Perhaps it iru 9 cue to propinquity, for
while studying law at Lincoln’s Inn where he was sent by
his father who wished to get him away from the new learn-
ing, he lived near Charterhouse* The austerity and heav-
enlj s of the monks’ quarters inspired More and he felt
the urge tc join their order. The "call" was typical of
the times. More, however, was sociably inclined and felt
a sense of unworthiness. He decided that "it is better
to be a pure married man than an impure monk", but not
til he had emulated the monks* eticism. For a per-
iod of four years he wore ~n uncomfortable 3hirt of hair
next to his skin, fasted on Fridays, -mod lay upon the
ground with i log for a pillow. Under these co editions
he allowed himself only four or five hours sle ap (or
possibly the conditions themselves prevent*-'! more'
.
phase of More’s life explains to no small degree the sim-
plicities of his Utopia ’hose inhabitants have much of the
a so etic °b ou t them.
..
1
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r
The Utopians divide their day into six hours of
labor
,
have su pe and jo to bed at ei ;ht o’clock for
eight hour 8 si e ep . B ef or .. da ybr ? k
_
ubl i c lec tur a s ar 3
held, tut if an individu. 1 pr.fers to follow his trade
rather than attend, he may do so. In winter they must
necessarily cease vying with each other in their garden-
ing, so after supper they pend an hour in music and
conversation. This social life takes place in public
halls, and we sh 11 rind . 3omps Table program worked out
in Bellamy’s "Looking Backward," - a prophecy for the
year two thousand.
There are rules of distribution of goods between
the city .nd- the country but they are not given in
great detail. We ars told, ... aver, th t in every city
there is a ..m.rket "here the eldest of the family may
call c or the necess .ry supplies for hi 3 family - he
never asks for more. Since they content themselves with
few things, there is great abundance of all things a-
r. tnem.
labor
_ s regulated by . he necessities of the public
while at the same time people are allowed all kinds of
time for the improvement of their minds for it is in
shi 3 kind of self-improvement tnnt the happiness >1
life cc sists. To-.. 3 cultural attitude, th g cal
state of veil-being. . J . he ubigui cus virtue art

ul.-t:u by later Utopians and can b© found in Plato.
Up to tills point, there is little fault to find "i ;n
el Hythlodaye's philosophy (except, of cour ge, his
failure to recognize defects in hur °n nature), but now
we read of the amusing limitation on travel. If a man
leaves his city without leave - which means without a
passport from the Prince - he shall be punished as a
fugitive, and upon second offense, condemned to slavery.
There must be a class to carry out the cruder, menial
tasks, nd this is created by those who commit minor
crimes. It is this group, too, in combine ti w*+h
ilred for g tr , who fight Utopia’s wars for more
strritory. Vore explains: ’’Utopians hole this for a
maxim, th t as they seek out the best 3ort of men for
tfieir own use at home, go they make use of this worst
sort of men -cr the consumption of war, and therefore
they hire them with the offers of vast r rds, to ex-
pose themselves to all sorts of hazards, cut of which the
greeter part never returns to claim their promises."*
The gold which they hold in contempt is used to
corrupt the enemy* These people maintain th t '• n 1 s
folly has made Oold nd silver valuable because of its
scarcity, vhile nature has provided the best things in
life with gret t abundance. To discourage fals* valuation,
their gold is m de into chamber pots and chains for the
«I
13
slaves. Prescious stones are playthings for children
which are put away, upon growing up, with other childish
things, why be taken with the lustre of a jewel when one
can look to the stars, the sun, and the moon?
As -n ^lato^ '’Republic”, there is considerable
concern, with moral philosophy - with what is good for man,
physically and spiritually. Virtue they define as living
according to Nature, but directed by reason. Their ut-
most concern, however, i3 for man 1 s happiness, and of
what it con lists. Every motion or state wlich Nature
teaches U3 to delight in is called a pleasure. Put those
perverse pleasures that tickle the senses, such as passion
for clothes, irestige, hunting, gambling, etc., are out-
ruled by reason. The true pleasures ar ? of the mind,
while those of the body are divided into two parts:
those that give our senses delight, as from eating, drink-
ing, and propogating, and a 3r pie 3ure - as is felt
in the love of good music, and he feeling of good health.
Without the latter, all other pleasures are unattainable.
Those pleasures of the mind, however, the most important,
"the chief of which arises out of true virtue, end the
7it t<°ss of a goo,- conscience."*
A3 for religion, there are many creeds, but they
all worship one Supi B g whom 5 call Mithras.
Tolerance is 1 -intained by punishing intolerance.
"Famous U 0. i p. 193

14
Raphael Hythlodaye recites nr. incident of a newly con-
verted Christian who har ngued in public " . th mor -.-.1
whan discretion" condemning those not of nis faith. He
wa s banished, "net- *.;r havi g disparaged their religion,
but for his inflaming the people to sedition; for this
is one of their most ancient 1 vs, that no m n ought to
bo punished for his religion."* Utopus, the first ruler
of . . ^ ry
,
.. a law that every-
one might follow any religic he pie d - might even
draw others to it by argument and persuasion, but those
who used violence were to bo banishea or cast into
si av. ry
.
T.ie very amusing idea 3 concerning pre-aupti '.Is v r
born of d. y when .n ani women -.ore concealing (and ev-
idently camouflaging) clothes. Utopian coupl 1 - re
marriage are presented to ch other in the nude, properly
chap roned, in order th t they r. >y n ; no disillusions
after the ceremony. Mors defends this by the fact th t
in nis contemporary England man after marring 0 a., u. no
..j ut patj if hi f _ w. Lved him! Fu ler-
more, it is considered slack . nd unforgivable if one ^oe
s
not preserve one's natural beauty. How this is to
done is not detailed, but not by artifice 1 or the use
of paint is infamous. "They all sec that no beauty
recommends a wife so much to her ... sb . ..3 the probity
of her life, and her obedience; for ms some few .re
"Famous Utopias" P. 217
<I
V
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ig . 3ld only by beauty, 30 all are attracted by
the other excellences which charm all the world. " *
Women are net allowed to mar ry before they ..re
eighteen, and ;.en net before twenty-t*o. The union is
usually p *rman exit. Unless adultery or insufferable per-
versness ar ? proved, divorce is not permitted. Those
who defile the marriage bed are condemned to slavery, and if
the wronged person cannot give up the offender, ne or she
may accompany the other to his or her duties as a slave.
Contrition and forgiving kindness may - r in
. j .rdon from
the Prince, but a second offense is punishable oy ae th.
In Bellamy’s "Looking Backward" all are content
rith equal estates. There is no crime. Any evidence
of evil is call "atavism" and is treated by medicine.
More, however, is not 30 complete an optimist for he has
this lo say regarding crime and punishment: "For the most
part, slavery is the punishment even of the greatest
crimes; for as th t is no les3 terrible to the criminals
themselves than d9ath, so th 3y think the preserving them
in a state of servitude is more for the inter st of the
commonwealth th n killing them, since 03 their Tabor is
a greater benefit to the public than their death ould be,
so tha sight of tneir misery is a aor. lasting terror to
other men than th t which -oula be given by de th." +
On the nther hand, they enc g 1 to a love of
"F-uous Utopi* s" p. 203
-
1 d
. p » 201

virtue by t he rd of public honor ..
.
The foreign policy of the Utopians is one of
laissez-faire, so far as possible. To those n .tiors
om they call neighbors and friends, they occasionally,
upon request, send their magistrates a 3 temporary govern-
ors, 'out they never definitely ally themselves with any
state. They have observed that other nations .re forsv r
making and breaking a L r :ement s. Their wisdom may be
summed ur in /.Tore’s own words: "They think 1 agues are
useless things, nd believe th t if the common ties of
num.anity do not knit men together, the faith of premises
.-ill have no great effect; and they are the more confirmed
in this by v’.u t they see omong th: nations round about
them, nrho are no strict observers of leag\ s n . treaties."*
Kuny countries have la rr -d -nd re-" .rned this elementary
1 is son since More's ;ime.
These peaceful-loving eopls will go to war under
pressure- - in self-defense, defense of friendship against
tyranny, .r necessary agression, but they detest, it. In
order to avoid it, they practice preparedness, and first
combat their enemies v.ith trade denial. Any victory won
by diplomacy is celebrate d by public triumphs, for this
glorifies man's ur st . ling. They have no fear of
r for "they have rooted out of the mind.3 of their people
all *ha s3eds both of ambition nd f Jtion."*
"Famous Uto; i s" . 205
T"U4 V on

Sir Thomas More borrowed, many of hi 3 id^ss from
Flo. to, but the "Utopia” is the result of his ovn obser-
vation in most inst nces. He wa 3 a public serv nt burin
the hectic r sign of Henry VI II, .nd no doubt had a
fertile field for “olitical critioism. He is not to
be taken seriously at
ing of his biogr phy,
Jest and this f ct is
The influence of
all ti^es, however. From a road-
W9 know that he 'm3 fond of a
patent in the "Utopia”.
thi3 book on future utopi na has
bin co.. aider able
<•
*
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"CITY OF "HE SUN" THOMAS CA'.P;.”FL TA

"CITY OF THE S'J'T"
"The City of the Sun" was
.
blished in 1623 by a Dominic ..
monk, Thomas Campanella, who reflected a new philosophy
in his work. He is not so concerned with the conomic
nd social orId as was More. While still a young man
panella, i physiognomist, had y ’ : bs to hi 3 credit
on the oont ant ion th? t men c a under st ' aa the rorld
through .he 3 Cl ty of the Sun” is wr i 1 1 en in
the form of 13 lc ue b b 5 sn a grandmaster of the
Knights Hospitalers and a Genoese Sea C t in, his guest.
The philosophic 1 scheme of this imaginary ci.y is vorked
out in great detail, d much more thought is iven to
method than we find in Bacon’s "New Atlantia" with its
wished-for "onders.
Campanella vr 3 imprisoned on the charge of attempt-
ing to overthrow the kingdom of Naples and establishing
c republic. This ;n 3 the first of twenty-seven -yeers
confinement in fifty different prisons.
the Sun" was written curing Carnpanellc ' - imprisonment,
and it io believed to be only the b ginning of compre-
hensive work modelled on Plato’s "Republic”. The econom c
b ges of society, the org nization of th- st- t :
,
nd the
inera and customs of r included.
The discipline ad carefully uiviied 1 bor in this
city, much is enclosed by seven walls, ia suggestive of
tic lif C 11 leld, but the me ns of gov-

eminent by the wisest nd ablest, the controlled indi y.
and the collective living .r more Utopian.
The Genoese sea captain in his wanderings over the
e.rth has visited Tarrob- n-:
,
where ha finds a city built
upon hill vhi;h rises from an extensive plain im ediat 1 y
unaar the equator. "’his city is divided into seven
circlea enclosed by seven walls, making it practi sally
impregnable. Richly decorated palaces are built against
t mil s, ind a great temple of -tondr or s rt overlooks
city froL the p'-nk of the hill.
Hoh, or Metaphysic, is the chief ruler, but three
princes, °or., Sin, and '-’or • sai3t him. w should call
them Power, Wisdom, nd Love. Power handles all matters
pertainijqg to war, Wisdom is. the ruler of the liberal arts,
of mechanics, nd sciences; Love supervises nating. As
in Plato* s nR epub lie”, m< and woman ar e j o i ned t.og e the
r
so as to b ing forth the b at if sprl g. Education,
medicine, agriculture - anything that h s reference to
food or clothing - uIsj co... - un r th jurisdiction of
Love.
The com,.unity furnishes these people with -h 't they
nsec.; no one receives more than he deserves nd no one
can receive gifts from another. This admirable plus is
a r suit of .. dislike for comm or cIl 1 exchange, depreca- -
tion of money, lov of all for manual labor, nd . high
gard
t.
c
.
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Comparable equality and s orifice of golf for the community
3 c f li in Bell ’ " ing Bad d,
"
which ’ill be considered later,
Many magistrates who are named for the virtue th y
enforce, keep law and order. Magnanimity >3rseoutes ?elf-
3 ; sobriety, drunkenness, truth, lying, etc. There
are no major crimes, such as robbery, murder, ]e’"dnes3, cr
adultery. C.-impanel 1 a, like 'lore, believed that he deprec-
iation of money removes the motive for crime. Deprivation
of the common table is their form of -unishment. Car.panella
is not unlike other idealist a; his error is one of omission:
he refuses to consider human nature. His people are puppets
whose strings never beco 3 entangled.
Aft r the seventh year, on - 1 3 natural genius is iis-
covered by readings all the sciences, and pursued
diligently, "each one working according to his natural
ropensity, doeg his duty well ana pie s:\ntly, because
naturally’.’ * Th more arts studied, the more nobl? the
student is considered. The author tells us th t ’’all are
devoted to the more abstruse subjects, to matharm tics, to
medicine, and to other sciences." **
These versatile people demand much of th ir ruler;
no one attains the dignity of Hoh unless he knows the
histories of the nations, their laws and customs, the n ;r.es
of the law-giver p, the inventors in science, and the 1. vs
and history of th e. 3 rth, H . 1 ..
"Famous Utopi " 300
Ibid, p. 284
.•
*
•
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arts, physical sciences, astrology, and mathematics. ' -
important than’ all these is his kno-’l _-3 of t
_
hysics
• nc. ’ h olo0y. The ordinary man would find such a ruler
..nd such a scheme of living too exacting. There is some
*
thins1 in what Frederick the Gr t said: "If I wished to
punish a province, I la have it governed by philosophers?
The dwellings, dormitories, and grout eating nails ire
used in com. on. The boys n_ girl 3 under twenty vait on
. ble and serve food which is ordered daily by the
officers. *nhile people are eating, 1 young n reads
from a lutform "intoning distinctly nd sonorously." *
Occasionally, there i music. The community dining hall 3
in "Looking Backward" are patterned on this plan, but
r
‘ 11 . ny » 3 families have the privacy of tl -3.
The City of the Tun is like a great monastery nrh re monks
live together with honesty, propriety, loving Wisdom nd
God. pane11a* s people are . benevolent race. "Moreover,
the love born of e^ger desire is not known among them;
only th t born of friendship."
Work is looked upon a
thinks it menial or lowering to wait on table or to labor
in the fields. A duty '.one is considered v ry honorable.
All of */hi h is extremely fortunate for th e are no
slaves to assume o', t 'f .. com unity, as in More’s
"Utopia". Their lofty ideals are further expl ineu by
"Famous Utopias" p. ~SS
Ibid. p. 293
t1
i
their creator: "Put in the City of the Sun, rhii duty
work is distributed among all, it only 11s to each one
to work for Jtout four hours a d y. The remaining hours
ore spent in learning joyously, in debating, in reading,
in reciting, in writing, in walking, in the exercising
th mind and body, and with play . " Ana so, "they are
rich because they want nothing, p - ..r because they possess
nothing, -nd consequently they .re not slav-s to circum-
%
stances, but circumstances serve them." *
"Famous Utopias" p. 294
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"NEW ATLANTIS”
The"New Atl ntis" by Fr is Bacon was published
in 1634, two years before the author 's death. The bo :k
has been justly called th first scientific Utopia, '"ells,
ho se outline of the future, "The Sh j e of Things to Come",
vhich will be considered later, believes th t the"New
Atl ntis" is Bacon’s greatest service to science. From
now on, these wishful-thi ' g Utopi 03 would have science
master the vorld. The three centuries th- t have passed
since Bacon’s death have made many of his dreams realities.
Some of his ideas on research ~r^ -orkin facts now -
"we live in an inventor's paradise", but still the question
of what we shall ao with our power and knowledge rem 1 ins
unanswered.
Eacon tells the story of the "New Atlantis", the
island of Bens lem, - an imaginary spot in the Pacific -
,
in the first person. No with oth r 3 had sailed from Peru
for China nd Jap n, cut the wind carried their vessel
off their course to the north. His artless method is
something like D -foe’s. Needless to say they had given
the Jives up as lost, wh n to th ir gre t joy and th nks-
giving, they c . apon a port cf a well-built city. They
are at first denied landing by an official who cones aboard
nd reads in anci nt Hebrew, ancient Greek, Latin, and
Spanish. Not u til the inhabitants 1 -rn that the crew
L s Christ y 1 i to go
c
Those X aw of the Europeans "ho axe ill are administered
to with gr«at care, nd modern methods of isolation
and antiseptics are hinted at. This solicitude for the
3k ed in the ,,fT : j ia",ond will be carried
to the extrema in "booking Backward”
For three days the craw -rs confined to their chambers;
whether to be ob • i d or kept in quarantine is a conjec-
ture, and oo the leader admonishes them: "For C-od* s lov
,
let us behave ourselves." At the id of this time a high
priest of Car isti -nity formally ~ ’'comes them with prom-
ises of lavish hospitality* The euphuistic conversation,
atual flattery, extreme court si o, and hem-kissing
reflect the court life of the day. With the formalities
over, the governor explains away the mystery of the island.
He tolls his visitors that about nineteen hundred y ars
ago a ki iid) reigr ed vho.se name was Salomoi
memory they most adore. "The king had a large heart,
inscrutable for good; ana jus ho’’ly bent to make his
kingdom and people happy." * He wanted to give perpetuity
to all that which was happily established and "therefore
among hi s other fund mental laws of this kingdom h° did
ordain the interdicts and prohibitions which we have
touching the entrance of strangers." * It is unlike the
anci nt law of China which has made them *m i norant.
.j /
foolish nation^ Salomona made a provision for the relief
"Famous Utopias" p. 241
Ibid, p, 250
Ibid. . 251

rs ' • Furthem or
,
this king
hi3 humanity with policy. Those who wished to return to
their own country might do so, but th0 3c* who would stay
were offered O cou positions nd a means of living from
the state. ?To ship over returned. He f orb- . e his own
people, however, to leave the idland - with this sxception:
every twelve years delegs tea were sent to foreign countries
to gather knowledge of th rts,
t
inventions, etc. Tl tr ie - 3 not for worldly goods, but
in culture. It r- i. its results.
One of the most impressive customs is that called
3f the family given in honor of the father, or
"Tir san", rtio has lived to have thirty deso r..' 'P, Tt is
an affair of ritual and ceremony Thich lasts several aays
-j
at the co 3 w of the 3tate. Its purpose is to glorify
fatherhood, .. family as a unit of
heard of a sol
3C mu h preside"* writes Bacon nd folio 3 the de sc Lp-
discussion of Bensalem’s rri ig laws. A
T
h . - lik r r (f knowledges
th: t Thi 1 st va 3 lorn of a Virgin, nd th TT or
the n a man) tolls our commentator that n an sal sm is froc
from all pollution and foulness* Its ch; stity is based
on wise ,nc; excellent la s touching marriage. "They allow
"Famous Utopias" p 258

^6
no polygamy. They have ordained that none do inter urry, or
contract, until a month be passed from their first interview’.’
The Jew E’er s to More’s feigned commonwealth, "where the
married coupl j . d, b fore they contract, to see
one another naked." The rsople in New Atl- ntis disapprove
of this "fer they think it a scorn to & ive a refusal after
ho ft miliar knowledge; but b ’cause of many hidden def eta
in men and women's bodies, they have more civil way; for
they have near every town a couple of pools (which they call
Adam and Eve'~& pools) where it is p rmitted to one of the
friends of the man, and another of the friends of the woman,
to see them severally bathe naked.’’* The first scientific
utopia has nothing to say about the quality of the mind or
compatibility in marriage.
One of the fathers of Salomon's House honors the crew
with an invitation and the promise to & ive private co fer-
encs to one of them. The institution of this House - or
the College of the Six Days works - a3 it is called in •
ancient records - was the most outstanding of Salomons ' s
acta .for it is described as the noblest foundation that ever
was upon the earth. The dignatary receives the crew robed
d 3 a prince in "Ar-bian Nights". After a picture of satins,
velvets, jewels, and ceremonial regalia, ini 3 impressive
official explains to ' . leader Bensalem's system of govern-
" Famous Utopia.
* Ibid., p. 260
t! p. 260
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merit as p ised b} ' ' House and tell 3
- fou dation is the knowl odga
of causes, ana secret motions of things; and the enlarging
of t’n - "bounds of human empire, to the effecting of all
ings possible. "This is the key-sent -nee of the book, and
„f Francis Bacon" writes ”Till Dur nt in his "Story of
Philosophy". *
The people of this island have dug great caves - not
only down into the earth but into great hill 3 and mountains*
They ar 9 used for "All coagul Lons, indurations, refriger-
ations, and conservations of bodies." * By using them as
imitation mines, experiments are made in the manufacture .of
artificial m-tals. They are also used for curing some
diseases. Hermits live there, too, and from them the
Bensalemites lc rn many things. IT nv Atlantis is - 1 trowel
y
ric.i in natur 1 resources.
Great towers re built for th observation of meteors,
winds, rain, snow, and hail, r ' h . -e towers are also con-
venient, according to their heighth, for insulation, refriger
ation, and conservation.
Their great lakes • r both fr -an and salt ,nd these
are used for experimental burials. There are jjooIs, bays,
violent streams and cataracts, and engines for multiplying
the winds. There are artificial wells -nd fount ins, and
a special life-prolonging, health-giving " 7.. ter of Paradise."
"The Story of Philosophy" p. 151
«i
(
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Great "houses" -re used for experiments - a forecast of
pr sent day laboratories, and air-conditioned rooms arc
used for the cure of so e diseases.
Large orchards and gardens are cultivated for the
purpose of grafting experiments. Beasts and birds are
kept in inclosed parks for the pursuit of biology, ju3t
as particular pools of fish arc maint ined.
Brew-houses, bake-houses, and kitchens provide a
diet that for exceeds the contemporary European collegiate
diet, while their 3 nop 3 of medicine are greatly superior
to any apothecary’s that Francis Bacon could have known.
They have developed the . echanical arts, too, and have
rs, linen, silks, tissues, dainty works of feat
of vonc.erful luster, excellent dyes, and many others.
There are facilities for experimenting ith h at, light,
radiation, sound, nd perfumes. But Bacon’s invention
of ships anc boats for going under water and brooking of
seas is perhaps a more brilliant flash of foresight.
Of the several offices and employments of their
fellows, the father of the House of Salomon has this to
32 y:
Twelve sail into foreign lands to bring back books,
abstracts, and patterns of experiments. These are the
merchants of light. Three collect the experiments ana
put them in book form. These are the deprepators. Three
lo ,
4
!
f
*
4
Q
(
collect the experiments of mechanical arts, liberal
sciences, ana practices not brought into arts. These .r?
the mystery-men. Three try new experiments. Three -r a
compilers of the Tork done by the forgoing groups, and
another three are benefactors who look into the experi-
ments of their fellows nd cast about how to draw out of
them things of use and practice for man's life and know-
ledge. Then there are three vho after meetings and con-
sultation j of the -'hole number direct new experiments, of
a higher light, more penetrating inxo Nature than the
former. These are called lamps. The thre° who report
the results are inoculators. The last three raise the
former discoveries into gre? + er observations, axioms,
and aphorisms. These hav' a more impressive title - they
are the interpreters of Nature,
They fill vacancies by ^ell-trained apprentices, for
while these people do not to be bothered with taxes
they have that other certainty - death. In addition, a
g] sat number of servants, attendants, men and women, help
carry on the work.
This fantastic dream world
chemists who behav : beautifully
fairy-tale ths n the "Utopia" bee
nd trappings of an Elizabethan
is made up of potential
"11 t lie t i e . It is mor
e
au so it has the glamour
pageant. There is very
..
-
*
,
.
t
little government for these exceptional people need no
ruling. If vulgar p litician or Machiavelli appeared,
th€ orn-sci oixti st 9 would probably dissect him
interests of research*
in the
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o^lvast-er Baxter, in his preface to Edward Bellamy * q**«y
ing j mas fro:.. Brown—
>f the book:
ask
To put forth just cur strong our human strength,
s-: 'ting i irly, all equipped like.
g Backward" quotes the foil
uuse they >a £rr * 33 the •h * i, o
^hen full rouged. t ' r>] *! r • 1
' o i ib a - 1 3
3— no a- strung, the o*’ : t - rii 1 s i nr f e t
aal L start up and st nd or his own earth.
Tnen shall his long, triumphant march in
Thence shall his being date,"
After the wide success of his book (it vn s trans-
lated mto savor 3 languages) Bellamy left the writing
of pure literature for he study of sociology. "Looking
Backward” combines the romantic element ”i th an economic
CL
- 6
- cil~| He ing f i c t i
arrived at is a bit of literary abracadabra which
. akes
for sou;a snt :rt:.ining rvding. |~e 8 t f-;'.ds himself the
g^cct of a r. Leete vho has a remarkable capacity for
explaining ray the marvels which ha.e come to pass since
188? - when ^est fell asleep.^
& pullai:y v Ty ri.pl y solv s the • - -,v i - , ^ r: , r
1 - £ g nd try , I d, "the^ —***—
——
—
m—mm
.
—
—
>c
cfl • °t to j. t’r.it ed States concluded to assume th
-
I,
i
— — 1
II T,~
-.b--.nooxing Backward" v

conduct of their own business, just as one hui - - e% cj y qJ
'
- dth -.uct of „ n.-
-cat, o r rs a n i z 1 ng n<. - or i . .mi t: i 1 ^ ur >; o 3 . s on pr - a
s
- : 1 y
til. *>&.:. ? grounds that th-y L: i then org: niz d for pol it-
'*"
*
"
>
ical purposes. At last, s t r a r.b 1 y late in the vorlds
history, the obvious fac t w.i-j --archived that no business
< — . —
—
is so essentially tne public business = the industry
ich people’s livlihood d ds.
- -
-
--
- —
—
* “~"i
>
t h . t to -.itru3t it to privats r >r son s to be managed for
private profit is ... folly similar in kind, though vastly
greater in magnitude, to th t of surrendering the fun c-
tio.-.s of political government to kings and nobles to be
conducted for their personal glorification." This wa
accomplished by a scries of objects lessons. The owners
of the corporations themselves considered the scheme
practicable and just when it Sms proposed!
Because the government ha** no war powers t h r re
g_r 3. Universal military service is applied to indus-
trial service. Everyone works for the common good 'and for
v — —
t he s ms income. ’”est-, quite expectedly, remarks th-. t
human nature must have changed, but Dr. Leete assures him
that it is the same; it is the conditions of hum .n lile
thTt nave c i aged .nd ^ith them the motives of human”
—r-rrr
p _ _ *Lo: £ .... CO

It is apropos here to quote from "Modern Utopians"
which observes that "romantic Utopians and leaders of
radicalism spend their lives in analyzing the defects of
the system vhich they seek to overthrow", and they "nat-
ur ally inclir to attribute every evil to which the human
flesh is heir solely tc the particular social organization
which they seek to ti ut i oi d roy." Bellamy, like
many other idealists, failed to recognize that "the h
of securing soi. e special advantage for thwir family
prompted men to a greater diligence than their concern
for th community as such, A vi 3 0 society will seek to
prevent this family loyalty from b coming a new source
of injustice; out the nop j of eliminating it compl tely
springs from an abstract rationalism which is unable to
deal realistically ;ith the organic r el a. ti on ships of life.
All of the Utopians have considered ^ man the product of
his it. Reinhold Niebuhr writes: "The qu ition
is vh-t.ier they have not confused hu n nature rith humv n
behavior. Human behavior is constantly changing under the
influence of various' stimuli. The diff i snee in the be-
havior of v. Chinese Buddhist monk, a British aristocrat,
a Prussian general, an -American go-g tt r, an j tri t
artist, and a Russian worker is very considerable.
"Modern Utopians" by Reinh Id
Scribner’s Sept. 1936
Ni buhr
•. •
.
'
But _ certain common nature underlies all thi 3 hu. an be-
havior. It 3 common naracteri sties have been obscured b
y
the rationalistic illusions which began in the iigateenth
century, and which lost sight of common human traits in
their emphasis upon the variable factors >f >duc . -.ion and
environment. " *
On the fifteenth of every October .amy ' s industrial
army have a Muster day; the twenty-one year old 3 r re-
cruited and those forty-five axe retired. The rate of
volunteering for particul r fiel.,s of work is controlled
by ad^us ing the time according 00 the arduousness of the
task. If any undertaking, rare so disagreeable that a
day's labor had to be shortened to minutes, it would
be dons. Hers is a kind of kingdom of heaven where 3v ry-
one is happy, and Bellamy believe d seriously that he hud
drawn the bluepr int to paradise.
Schools are national institutions nd every ... n after
O
scry labor may folio’ his natural be
nation the ape ci all y t alent 3d pursue
ess gifted fall by the m y side
.
nut
r ce for m -oh- nics or farming m y be
1 v* ( J
* ^
wwil di i incomes are the same.
Furthermore, there need be no thought for the morrow; the
"Modern Utopians"- F einhol- 'T i buhr
3 - September IS 36Scribner ’

do
nation guarantees comfort from the cradle to the gi . ..
Each .vard of the city has a national warehouse for
the distribution of nerch /disc - r nrhlch purpose credit
cards are issued for a certain numbers of doll r 3 ( the
word 13 kept but not the substance^. There dust to some
•ray of measuring the value of products, explains the
retired Dr. Leete. The chapter that t kes the reader
through one of these warehouses recalls:
"Oh don’t the days seem lank na long
When all goes right and nothing go -3 tc;. 6j
A nd isn't your life extremely flat
With nothing whatever to grumble at.”'
for her a is a description of impersonal shopping ?h i ch
would be 0.3 pleasurable •• s eating alone in n automat.
Bellamy’s description of a broadcasting system nrhich
gives the best of mu 3 i c to the masses is one of the out-
standing examples of a dream come true. It is almost
identical to cur present-day radio - even to the program.
Rut if Bellamy could have known 30,. s of its f ults I
wonder if he would h id: "I woulc .her make my
dream than inner it it."
sek ig is minimized. In fact, these people of
"Looking Backward* lead a kind of country-club existence.
After forty-five it is all play with no and no ,,rorry
.
One rainy evening Julius ’"est with his host na family
leav es the house to go to the public-dining mil rhich
£*
r
.
?
t
I3*o
is not unlike tha described in More’s "Utopia", West,
however, finds that a go tinuous raterproof covering hag
been let down over the sidewalks and th int rior well-
id
,
Dr, I ' daughter, tell Jul3 an ... .
"The private umbrella is father's favorite figure to
illustrate l hs old tv vhen everybody lived for himself
and his family. There is a nineteenth century painting
at the Art Gallery representing a crowd oi people in tas
Ln, each one holding his umbrella 1 F na his
.. gjyj ifo or s the drippings, which
claims mu *t have been mevn* by the artist as satire on
hi 3 time 3 ." *
The dining hall is magnificent. The Leetes and their
g »st sit at a private -table, windows open at on a c urt-
yard There a fountain plays and ...usic u. ikes the air electric.
Dinner has been ordered the night before and the cuisine
is excell :nt. These herded folk live or. a Ritz-Carlton
nu, ith the additional pleasure of a cultured waiter who
conducts himself like i. soldier on duty’. The word " enial"
is now obsolete.
_
The president of this groat industrial army is el ;ctod
by guffrage, after he ha3 'passed through all the grides
below him from worker to private, lieutenancy, and colonelcy.
There are ten grand di visions of the army co nded by -
chief to whom a dozen or more & 3nor Is report, and it is
"Looking Backward" p. 152

All the
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from these ton that the President is. selected.
men of the nation, ccept t - 1 i
because of the r ril of discipline, vote. The President
mi serve five or ten years in office, ?.nd ha usually
leaves 7ith feeling "-f -r titude from tn< eo; la. Sue;
a social system leaves en with hut one motive - to win
the esteem of their people. There is no wealth to bribe
..or poverty to be bribed so there is no corruption. Any
j __ .n inh rited
trait of remote ancestry - nd i 3 treated in hospit Is.
Tht-re are no risons.
3k 5 d us in his "Utopia" : "An<Sir Thomas More has
who does not see that the frauds, thefts, robberies,
quarrels, tumults, contentions, s-ditions, murders, treach-
eries, and itchcrafts, whi :h ue indeed rather punish'd
th n restrained by the severities of law, would fs.ll off,
if money ter e not any more valued by the world?” * He 6 oes
on: "Ms ’3 fear
,
30licitua.es, cares, labors, and -.tching
would all perish in -he game moment with the value of money
even poverty itself, for the relief of which money s-'-ems
most necessary, would fall." an 3 f c ith in the
good f hi . . ’
th fie ' c~ .
-
1
r h< : nin:. t' _nth cw trry
Utopian compares society to a prodigious coach ridden by
rich and ~ri v un by the poor: hunt >r -.ro ve th
- •»
..
1
an. The ciders called aut 1 ourageraent now and then with
"Famous Utopias"
Ibid, 230
30
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.
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•
J
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prolonged discussion on educatio T 1 ' ,-.n West explains that
his contemporaries of 186? feared th t universal
-ducat ion
r the professions would Tvc ordered all laborious
-.vcf
k
- :
“ " “
~
I
* w c “
of the association with the crude and ignorant to whom the
ual labor was left. There : e no such class in "Looking
Backward"* ’or this society b lieves the t a. -a should have
intelligent, companionable rso for neighbors. This
is Vv- vay to enhance roan’s ha pine 33 .
The "Utopia" of ^ir ?ho.r.a 3 More is an escapist one -
a Bobinson Crusoe "getting ay from it all". It i? the
problem of transition that resulted from the preceding-
periods of history. Bellamy's Utopia is an attempt to
perfect the industrial ae vhich h?d greatly changed the
way of the orld both politic lly and socially for the
past ore hundred yo-rs. Bellamy accepts all the benefits
of the mechanical afe e and a of their . Thb* people
are the slaves of System 'ho must endure perfection all
their lives* Lewis Murnford has observed: "Oar nineteenth
oentur y ut op 1 a s dc not ..ream of a r ?nove t e u Tor1 d ; they
keep or. adding invenl J. r nl on< . These utopias
come vast reticulations of steel and redtape, until we
feel th t -e are caught in th-.: Nightaare of the Age of
Machinery j and shall never escape."* In "Looking Backward",
"The Story of Utooi. 3 " : , 146-7

tqt
,
the author '8 generous ' t jnt cannot be missed.
He is philanthropic in his dshes for mankind. Universal
culture, he ’ V' . -ill - - for a universal content-
t. :ical i icon - -ill do - ay with greed, envy,
and crime. Realised ambitions will merit the esteem of
one's neighbors, and this will be enough reward in itself.
But the means of r ?-ilizing all this is ov3r -rated.
Reinhold Niebuhr believes: "The spiritual structure of
human character is, in short, of such a nature that it
is po - 'nous to ho] th t n individu: 1 will can ever
be inserted vith frictionless harmony into a general
community will or th h a national will can, under uy
circumstances, be brought coim l -tely un ier t’ e dominion
of a •orId society. These nor . 3 are preposterous for
the simple rr. son th t the very cap cities of human life
which m ke for progress - nd for social integration upon
higher and higher levels also make it certain th t an
indi idual or a colle. : ego will .... nust, on occasic
,
defy the community."* The value of perfection is
a istioned by A. J. Nock who writes as follows: "When all
3 to all, I im led to consider seriously not whether
this or that Utopia is practicable, but whether any Utopia
is really de 3 ir ble. Suppose a true Utopia could h
e
>rked out as lug c< cn, complete id perf ct in
every structural detail - well, how should we take it for
warp and filling; and how long should ve continue to like
"Modern Utopians" Scribner's Sejt. 192~ p.
Atlantic Monthly July 1930 p. 22
las

to taking onit? ”Tould participation in it finally co;. s
ter of an endurance test? Man * 3 attitude to
;erf o' ion h: 3 al -/ays b^ ;n strangely anomalous and incon-
sistent; he is feebly but persistently interested in per-
fection, tries feebly persistently to realize it, and
when he has succeeded in realising what he thinks is some
* i i r oximation to it, he i s proud and conte ted for a
while, then lapses into a vague di tisfaotion, distinctl
imperfect, and glories in his sha. ,e. ”
"Thoughts On Utopia" A. J, Nock
Atlantic Monthly, July lS3o

” THTT SWA^E OF THI’TOS TO COFE" wr 3. 0 WELLS

TO COME",,rp :jE s:ia?e or rirTon
ji
"'ill 3* ”1 St
.
ot Things to Come is a kind of
alary for the thirty y r 3 preceding its publication 'n
1913 which stresses th mi st kes of mankind up 10 that
time. This first half of the book is prefatory to a
prophecy for the coming twc nturi >s. The entire work
3 he a ’dream book’ of certain Dr. Philip Raven
with occ siona.1 editor! 1 comments by Mr. wells. In it
we find a surfeit of possibilities* Fiction and history
i 3 30 scrambled, however, that it is sometimes difficult
to separ t c th two*
A vivid picture of politic 1 .n economic chaos duo
to the C pit list System is first drawn ut in gr at det
Foreign policy was based on egotism. Unanimity in action
wag not possible. Much of the blame for failur., is put
upon the voter, the uitass, which w 3 neither educated nor
led*. Wells considers it curious tha the Bolshvik regime
did nothing to enlighten the obscurity of the orld rid..Is.
And although th 3 no direct continuity, "th Modern
St te arose out of th same soci .1 imperatives nd the
same constructive impulses that begot Marxism and L ninism,
but as an indep 2nd jnt , matur er , and sounder revolut i o nary
conception.” *
By 1933 the conviction that Parliamentary Democracy
; llure had spread* Men vere urgent in their efforts
for a more decisive form of government. rist tor ships
were the hysterical result. Welle writes of Mussolini’s
"The Shops of Thing 3 to Come” P 119
Ic
c
regime
:
"The intellectual content of Fa cism was limited,
natio list and romantic; its methods, sspecially in its
opening phase, -ere violent and dreadful, but at least it
insisted upon discipline, and ublic service for its mem-
bers* It appeared as a counter movement to a chaotic labour
'communism, but it: support of the still-surviving monarchy
und th Church was qualified by ? considered boldn-: 33 in
handling education and private ;• roperty for the public
benefit. Fascism indeed ms not an altogether bad thing;
it was s bad good thir.0 ; and Yusoolini hag loft his m. rk on
History.” *
""ells traces th: germinal id?- of the Mod rn State to
1
the Guardians in Plato's "Pepublic", and believes th i the
Communist Party owes its cone ption to that philosopher, for
as e rly as 1900 the hope of creating a cult of self-trained
nd self-disciplined men for public service w -..
3
discussed.
Communism is directly comp rabl to th- Modern St te in its
"insi st nc : upon continuous 1 r ling -.nd training through-
out lif
,
nd upon free cr: ' ' 3m nrithin tl limits of the
party." **
Our present system of 3due tion must be co pletcly
destroyed b :f ore the Modern State c n become a f -t
;
there la nothing valuable in its urricul l. History is
"pj tri otic twaddle"; biology, "non-existent or prudish";
* ex Is tauoht by dissecting flexors, nd there is no
conomio instruction mtevn.* Tr ait ion is an encrum-
"The Shape of Things to Come" p. 124
* lc5p. 12
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brance,,for it makes sducstion r trogressive. The education
of oh Modern State is "an introduction to the continual
revolutionary advance of life." The press, the radio, and
the i
e
3 taught the people haphazardly. (Circa 1S3C>
.
^e 1 Is would have a Fundamental Knowledge System of inter-
locking research, digest, discussion, verification, notifi-
cation, and informative organizations, nrith its special
stations everyv-her - kind of permanent system of ordered
kno led a. The nev system of education was cl-n. d in
Mr, Rav .
' 9 dr by \ hologists chiefly, (the sci-ncQ of
^roup psychology h d made tremendous strides in the study
of hum-- n relationships^ who ignored tradition and taught a
most penetrating criticism of cor.tempor ry things.
Up to 194C, "the tr ditional. orthodoxies of religjon
were able to obstruct the development of modern ethic in
harmony ith tho new realizations of man’s place in ce
and time, in 3pits of the loss of much of their former
power of un -uestionabl 3 conviction." Rut "hey gradually
lo 3 1 prestige and the org nized Christian Churches pass out
of history. By 1973 we shall see thot the World Ft- te can-
not tolerate any forms of teaching other th r. its own nd
emphasizes tiis by striking dc ?n the Pope. Later, holy
lace-3 are closed in Mecca, religious services in India
are suppressed, ana the preparation of kosher food for + he
Jews is forbidden. In this history of the future it takes
only three generations to eduo t- th> Jews out of their
"The Shap a of Things to Cornu" p. 133
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oddity ind racial egotism - without suppress! >n or exterm-
ination. Christianity is not ,! so abolished as watered
down to modernity. Everywhere its endowment s tud vani hei
in th- universal slump; it co 1 d find no supply of educated
men to sustain its ministry; th^ majority of its churches
stood neglected nd empty, and h n the great rebuilding
of the 'orId beg n most of them vanished with ill the
tier Id edifices th t lacked beauty or interest,
were cleared cw y like dead *. 3 c ves* " *
Before Raven* s account of a gr t ^ to nd war,
vhich rages from 1940-1950, th sci=-nc'i nd practice of
warfare has pursued a c'.re dful logic of its own. Th a cry
of "let’s ke p pace ith tl times"
4 rd inventions for the destrr 'on of man. Hand-to-
hand fighting became obsolete. Ha il 3 ing by vmg
fro... t . ir, nd gas attacks become the horrible substi-
tutes for courage. Tanks were built to escape traps, &-3
oison belts, mines and gunfire; so., inventors bos. 3ted
of a tank that oould even fly e.r 3 burrow. The German,
. ic nd Russian experts vent far in the ^ v lopi
...
'
. 0 3 s were gathered in
. ,
- in-pen containers, b it rere used rith r ?. ; c t nee,
.
,r ii was difficult to limit their field of action,
inhumanity cf gas warfare s« ms more ibl ... n the
torture 3 of the Middle A, -s because it _ 3 so n-- r the
"The Shape of Things to Come” p. 382

Utopi on days of 2000. Of this Well s writes: "Like those
older instances, it bri.:& home to us the supr< need for
sound common general ideas to hold together human activi-
ties. It tells how thousands of cle r and aotiv- o,
-:uch indisputably sane, could, in an atmosphere obsessed
by plausible false assumptions about patriotic duty and
honour, coo crate to produc ’ a combined result fantastically
futile ana. cruel.” * In the Modern St .te tne; e is no need
thing of
.
By 1980 nope had returned to human life,
wells t ke 3 his reader over a ”hate map” of the
world, and n in 1940 the last restraints of continental
hatreu ar gone, the last w r cyclone is fought. T .
started by Germany and Poland, but before it is over prac-
tically all the nations of she vorla re involved. Osten-
sibly, the ?ar is * ought to r averse cr confirm the Versatile
Treaty, but the warfare proves pointless for years and in
1949 hostilities are suspenusd.
Tne war had pruned mankind considerably but the raid
of the germs ( a variety of influenzas, cholera, and bubon-
ic plague), and a culminating attack of "maculated fever"
but t : world's popul 1 on in h- If,
After the "Age of frustration” the deb a ;le of the
world came* The complete collapse of private profit c p-
' 3 compared to Rome’s fall in that the causes are
hiue to the casual development of financial nd proprietary
”Tne Shape of Things to Come” lu6

law : nd practice without any reference to a comprehensive
well-l j, and to the lag in political and educati onal
adaptation which left one whole system at last completely
without guidance. " A world recovery after the fall of
the Rom n empire took al ost a thous nd y ) r 3 , >ut the
uni/ers 1 prosperity and peace of toe Air Dictatorship
after 2010 was approximately a century. "In each case
there was a parallel obliteration of old ideas, the same
effac rn nt of boundaries, the same d struc ' ion of time-
honoured traditions, the lapsing of debts and obligations,
the disappearance of religious • - ... : io 1 organize -
tions, the impoverishment of favoured rivileged class-
es, the recrude - nee of lawlessness, the cl 3ing dis-
illusionm nt. Each w 3 the affe tu- 1 liquidation of a
bankrupt civilization pr par -ter y to a dr stic reconstruc-
tion. "
The disasters of the various countries, including
the liquidation of America, are described in amusing
detail. The doctrine that the bad is all to the good in
this maddest of conceivable Ids may be applicable here,
for out of ror?d chaos c nr th' urge towards u ity ::d
order. Up until 1950 there was no definite plan for uni-
,
but by 3000 all the problems had b< en st ted
and solved. The marvellous reorganization wo 3 not due
ny 3 i npul s :• ; its success is due to an intellectual
y. ' political science had so
r •
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as -o reveal the felly of tradition, Man heretofore had
had mer ly a fragmentary kno *1 dge, frequently contradic-’
bory, of the origins ind working processes of his social
structure. "Soci 1 Nucl 3 .tion", tre. tise -Titt :n in
1942 ’ey a Gu st- v- P; Windt, corral ted -.ndividuul p aye hoi
agy rith new methods of educ tion and political life. It
boc- thf backbone for ' h cons’ rue tiv ; effort of
lsc tabli y 1 b n for the New
B
..
f . 3 t A comp1 1 y
abstract mon y w.s used - s a means to an rnd - net i n
'snd in itself. Prof i t-. king by h nicul ti.n ox
this ne v currency •y out-1- • a. When th money of the
rid 3 put in .rderjit ceased to X necessary t<
trouble about money just as it is needless to think about
light and air in a properly lit a a ventilated room.”
All the Ut
.
Ians he v this in common: they believe in the
old saw that ’’Money is the root of all evil.”
T
-orld control ; s una.r the very noses of the
politicians during the twentieth century, but they would
not see it. Gradually end laboriously the Pena seance of
T i i ig shaped minds to this new way king,
tocracy ,rm the aivine-r
i
eht of rulers bee- e of th 1 -- pact
dur . .. n d. The Modern
State Movement wa unli ny r vious r -olutionary
ca ess of its objectives.

A conference of scientific nd te Jhnical workers
i .= held at Basra in 1S66, This is the actual beginning
of th Modern State* for there a plan is drawn out and an
organization formed to carry it out. The Transport
Union directed the conference. Americ
,
China, Japan,
Europe, and Iceland are represented by delegates "'ho
in c )n tongue called Basic English, The first
step in redeeming the "orld fro ; its der-lict state is
:izure of all air and se transports# The Control
made no purchase - *. simply took over all air-pl .. s,
r Iromes, nd ships, and forn 3d an organization which
would be controller by an elaborate ar-police fore-.
Non-nemb rs were to be treated as
_
iratos. Railroads
were abandoned forever. Solidarity boosts i confidt- ice
in their projects - that tremendous force in "Brave New
^orld" ..nd "The Shape of Things to Come" rhicn ignores
" " ii ividualism". In fact, the org nizer 9
so thoroughly socialistic, socialism was not e. n men-
tioned, The young lawyers (of nhon there were many at
: f snee) h d g3 ... ir ; reueQessors 1 rork
of or tectin_ ; ; iv t ' property, th -: 1 cuief cav s f - of eco-
nomic strangu
without equal
more than a s'
based on our
1 tion. They had 1 ri d t " j
ity of status and opportunity can be nothing
h m, d their id Ir dy compl ly
it conception of Is the r g ‘ ive

system in the network of rels bionships between th*
no >nweal nu it? subordinate oor i on« nd
individuals* They were entirely contemptuous of any
claims, ontr cts, rule.. precedents that imj d
the free ax; ansion of num n velf re."
The educ tior. 1 section "orkod ith soci 1 : sychol-
ogi sts nd technicians. Collates ni technical schools
were to he coordinated, and a great propog nda campaign
for the Modern State was 3et forth, for at this time mem-
bers of the Modern St'. to number a less than « c hundred
3 nd* Th r a growth of resistance to this
aern r
. _n bh beginning for many quite naturally
clung to th? old v ys. An inert si ig r gul tion of
' 1 ulati -d. Constant servj
to the - St -te bee-. ? a *bugbe-r ; who w-nt d" soulless uni-
formity"? "Men have always been difficult to educate
and r luctnt to submit th?ms-! Ives to discipline, nd
there was a curious ouggesti on of the schoolmaster about
these felloes of the Modern State nuclei. Dislike
ir 3 at h nd hell - to conjure up fear of igh
lie beyond* Ones freedom of business a gone,
rules and regul tic ight not presently enmesh the
wilful individual und~r the thumb of this one "orld
employer?" S during the late twentieth and e:rly twenty'
first centuries, the Modern St( te or nizatior id tl
. ly forms f ught ag inst each other.
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Tiie Control was destined to win no. in 1 S 78 -j.-coni
2 onf ;r en c wa 3 1 < 1 d
.
Aram Essenden, th • lr ier of the Modsrn Tt: to,
opened the meeting with the admonishment that the days
before th^m oula begin a new ch.pt or in history - th c y
11U9I oh th ding nd plan the chapter. A Central
Council for ^orld Affairs was appointed nd set up as the
sal; government of th ' . The Council's conclu
vere broadcast to n anxious pi not. The ..asses zero
told that there / 3 now no other primary authority from
end to nd of the earth. All other propri ry rights
whatever that aid not conduce directly to ths general
welfare of mankind ce-ts^d to exist during the period
of disorder, and could not be revived. The Council had
its air and v ys, its lirports, dockyards, factories,
s, plan 3, labor ories, colleges and schools
throughout th world. Theca were administered by its
officials nd protected ty its pol i latter
ware instructed to defe nd these organization whenever
and "her ever it mi eht be necessary ag inst th agression
of unauthorized persons. The Modern State controlled
education. It was in contact vi th local economic life,
s nc quasi-independent bu sinesses were told to place
selves in orderly relationship with the Ne Gov nt.
A Bureau of Tr n sit ion was to ualp simplify nt modernize
business, hyg -nio = : vie 33, -• uc tion, production, and
..
.
*
distribution, as well pr serve 3rd r and curity.
T ’ 5 bro ucast close • 1 1 n : " t:u- Bure -u Till set -tself
to bring your life into sound unf per.: non t correlation
with the one hur n sommonwesl. "* The ultimatum was accepted
for her- ms no or0 niz^u. o •" o sition.
Th<
.
.riod of reconstruction necessarily included
one of ii scipline, hut by 206Q5 thar-' 1 3 u. ivc-r.a .1 onf or t
R 1 j er 9 cleared aw y is
-11 us differences in cultures and religions. T! iver-
... lives longer and mors wisely. "What has haj n dy
writes Well s, "during j t t
to the hum n consciousness ha .? been 1 subli.m
sridi lity. That ph ...... jui assence of
history. A larg
- p rt of th com onplace lif
the food-hunt, the shelter-hunt, has been lif
the individual sphere ana socialized forev r,
. a gotism he s given its assent perforce.
If centuries
J ion of indi-
modern
of man,
ted out of
To that the
It has mb r.-
doned gambling md profit-s ski g and all th ilder cl
of pro rty. It has ceased altogether to a. to;:,
md on st for material nd.;."**
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"BRAVE NEr' WORLD" BY ALDOUS HUXLEY

"PFAVE NET '"CNNA"
In ”Bra ye New World" Alious Huxley writes piercingly
and "i th venomou 9 3a tire in an effort to show what could
happen to a too scientific, over-emphasized mechanical
’.'orll. It parodi es the industrial system of Bellamy, ..nd
carries Wellsian Utopian thoughts to ludicrous extreme.
The book is not one of prophecy; it i 3 an exercise in fun-
poking at those enthusiasts who insist that science nd
machinery is th cure-all for all pr sent-aay evils. His
people accept the dictates of controllers, are sychologic-
ally conditioned in childhood with the result that there
is no unhappiness, no worry, and very little thought. In
short, no individualism* The ti . is presumably "ter Ford-
”623 A. F. B Ford’: ... cry is reverenced as some reverence
Gou . ow. The Fordians make the sign of H TB on their
tioned odd Murmur: "Ford’s in
his flivver, all’s well with the w.-rld."
The Nine Years ^ar which began in A. F. 141 repre-
sented the gre: t Economic Collapse which 1 ft a choice
between World Control and destruction. Liberalism w 3
de.-..d-. Eventually the Controllers r-.alized that force
-73 s no go 2 d. Ectogenesis, new-Po.vlovian conditioning, arid
hypnopa
-dia were sur r methods. The first step w 3 -m
extensive prop og nda campaign against vivip* rous reproduc-
tion acc mpanied by a campaign against the Past. All bool 3
lblishe d fore A. F. 150
and God are not needed in this new world. Crosses had

th .ir tops cut ana became T 1 3 .
Rabies are born in bottles at the Central London
Hatchery and Coi litioning sntre* C r its main entrance
hangs the ,fTorld ' State T s motto: "Community, Identity,
Stability." In incubators in the Fertilising Room, the
"Bokanovsky 1 s Process" causes ninety-six human beings to
grow There only one grew before: nor I growth is checked
and the egg re 33 ids by budding. There is a caste system
pre-arranged by the use of various cn n. icals aid pr n tal
conditioning. Pec le are divided into Alphas, Ret 9
,
Gammas, Deltas, and Epsilons. The Epsilon embryo is kept
below par. It vill not need intelligence for its destined
rork end so it does not get it. "And that", the Director
of the Hatchery remarks, "is the secret of happiness -nd
virtue - liking wh t you've got to do. All conditioning
aims t that: making people like their unescapable social
destiny." * Those embryos sel ctea to do engine r .vork
on th ir rocket-planes are kept in cent insrs const ntlv
in ... I . m :.ey enjoy topsy-turvydom and are most happy
standing on their heads! One might well ask erhy
these amazing Fordians do not turn out all Alphas or
intellectuals, but it is explained that they do not i -h
get their throats cut. They believe in hapi i
stability. "A society of Alphas couldn ' t fail to be un-
3 tnd miserable. Imagine a factory staffed by Alphas
that is to say by separate and unrelated individuals of
"3r. vs !Tew *^orld" p. 41
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good heredity nd onditi y.ed 30 ^3 to be capable (within
limits) of making a free choice and assu ing responsibil-
ities." ** The Fordi' n race is modelled on the iceber Q -
eight-ninths b low the water line, one-nlntljr above*
The people in II. G. Wells 1 "Modern Utopia" r divided into
four classes: the Kinetic (the organizers), the poietic
(intellectuals^, the bv se, and the dull. A classification
is also found in Morels "Utopia" with his Philarch s,
scholars, eople, .n slav s.
The infant nurseries r. c lied He 0-Pavlov inn Con i-
tioning Rooms* Here, by coupling books with loud noi 9 3,
and roses with 1 otric shocks, eight months old babies
ar-e conditioned to n un-alt rable reflex - hatred of
books and flowers. Thi3 is don- to the Deltas *ho must
grow up to cork - not to waste the community's time by
reading something which might possibly recondition them.
m
masses must b -• brought up to hate n bure, for how can
factories b c run satisfactorily by hu.r n beings who love
the country?
The po -;er of suggestion and th ef ficacy of repetition
has b en developed to a scientific ethod of teaching
called hypnopaedia - a means of giving knowl dge while the
pupil sleeps. In the Beta Por J bory a lesson in Elem tary
Class Consciousness comes over a, loud speaker: "Alpha
ildren wear grey. I’m really awfully gl - i I' B t
,
**
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because I don’t work so hard. A - much ', r
T1 y all
wear green, ua< T ?lta children .1. Oh no, I don 1
want to play witn Delta children. An Epsilons are still
worse."* This lesson is repeated a hundred and twenty
time 3 t . b bs a week f or thirty months, till at last
the child's mind i_s these 3Ugg3stion9 of the state.
"Everybody* 8 happy how" is repeat d a hundred and fifty
. ry nig . - i t ", years! T should chink the
1 a - k ;; them is 1 ,
Hus tup ha Hone, is one of the ’"rid Controllers ’"’hose
infrequent visits to London are looked forward to ...
great . ep bancy bj bs. HI fordshij actually
talks to them - "stra ght fre arse’s no th": TT i - cry
unk . T
.
.. history. And c n
y imagine what living one’s family meant? Obviously
no. "Ho b - a few small rooms, stiflingly over-inhabited
j , by a j riodioally teeming woman, by a rabble of
boys and
^
: rl e of all ages. No air, no y tcej an . der-
sterilized prison; darl 3s, di a
,
ells.”*
.
3-
tapha 1 bells his listeners th t homes reeked .with
emotion, bred suf f oc-.ti*^ intimacies - -d obsc 1 r 1 4 * n-
family gi . F il$
Oroups no longer exist. Here in th*
s
^orld State where
is lappy, veryone belongs to everyone n
3 is a virtue. An A . y
vulgar mistakes
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An euphoric narcotic, called soma, pleasantly hallu-
cinant but having no after effects has rtall the aav ntages
of Christianity nd alcohol; none of their defects." * A
gramme of this furnishes a holiday from reality. The phys-
iologic 1 stigm of old age are of the p ; st. "Wo" - such
is progress - the old men work, the old men copulate, the
old men have no time, no leisure from pleasure, not a mom-
ent to sit down and. tmnk - or if ever by some unlucky
chance such a crevice of tine should yawn in the solid
substance of their distractions, there is always soma."**
B rn rd M rx, Alph Plus, has a questio ble refu-
tation in this strange orld because he has the disgraceful
habit of spending much of hi 3 tin Ion-. It i- rumored
that 30 . <ebo y m de a mi :t ke wnen he w 3 still in the bottle
thought ne was a Gamma and put lcohol into his blood sur-
rogate, He longs to feel the torture of emotions, to liv
sometime between the consciousness of a desire and it 3 ful-
fillment, co be something other than a cell in a soci 1
body. He is a freak who wants to work his "ay back to
r lity. Hi 3 anti-social ways will not be tolerated. The
director ;ovld dismiss him or "By hi 2 heretic 1 views on
s ort and soma, by the scandalous unorthodoxy of his sex-lif
by his refusal to obey the te chinga f Our Ford i bsl
ffics
,
? even infant *
himself an enemy of Society, a subverter of Order and
"Brave Hew World" p 64
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Stability, a conspirator against Civilization itself." *
Hypnoj edically, Per .ri a at least a quarter of a
ill i on
-
ge ag 3t olitude, but no avail. The
o ramon fault of most of the Utopians (Huxley is more face-
tious th i 3erious) is that they fail to take into cor. sid-
tion h hex bogeneity of hu n nature. They audaciously
take humanity as i vhole nd :ib inhu jyst
Mustapha Mond re j cts paper on the conception of
ur
.
so e explanations in terms of urpose mu go
be admitted; such heretic 1 r ;a 3oni
-g mi ght de-condition
-.'ids - might even make them los< their frith in
ppir ... S o-ign Good. There must be no con-
i' ;i of - goal somewhere beyond, nor any thought of
some hidden purpose to life. The maintenance of well-
being ' th'.- Fordi ms’ religion.
When a visiting "savage" who .. Ls Shakespeare claims
the- right to be unhappy, Mustapha to - reminds him that he
is clai g, too, right to grow old and uglj ... im-
potent; th. right to ha syphilis n' cancer; the right
to have too little to eat; the right to be lousy; the
right to live in const it apprehension of vhat may .
tomorrow; the right to catch typhoid; the right to b
tortured by unspeakab? aa :• f :v cy kind. And still
age prefers personal freedom*^ or there ere over-
compensations for suffering, ana. there is the thrill of
57
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of a Tinning fight for one’s ideals and ambitions*
In She article, "Aldous Huxley, Mora', ist" there i 3
this comment on "Brave New World": "It is :v.r 3 id
it 3 existing 13 j indefinitely extended. All that Huxley
ishes to 3- y is the t, if ?e keep on in the direction in
:h are going, it is there that we shall snd u A
there is no God, where th re is no liberty,
where there is no poetry or joy. It is an ant sex tic hell
mors desol' te than ny that D nte imagined, y t - nd this
is the vhole point - it is tho ght to b’ heaven by those
who live in it; and it is the hell towards which we are
driving at top speed." Perish th thought. A more ration 1
criticism of the modern Utopians is given to us by Lewis
Mur.ford vho vritas: "Any adequate conception of a new
i 1 order Id, it seems to me, includethe scenery,
the actors, and th ;> play. It is a mark of our imr; turity
that we never seem able to get beyond the seer shifting.
Our social theorists, ii so far as they consider th* actors
t all, ire inclined to treat them as a schani cal puppets,
for the play itself - the universal drama of courtship
and trial md adventure nd contest and achievement, in
which 3 v :-ry human being is potentially the hero or heroine -
the play its; If has hardly -ntered into their consciousness.
Their values h v 2 not b en hum n values; they have b ~ °n such
lu h thenticated by commerce end industry,
values h ffi
- y, faj c wages, and wh t not."
"Aldous Huxley, Loralist" The Catholic ”’orld Oct., 1936
"The story of Utopias" Lewis Mumford

GENERAL CONCLUSION

- GEUTRi Tj conclusion -
Those "blue-prints to P.- r-.;di 33" - attempts to arg?. nise
human soci ety round the Utopian principle, ar- *n many
instances humanly devastating. The) ver-emphasize the
power of organ! zati n for 00noon good.
The complexities of laments in ..urn j n character m ke
x or an . livid lism that occasionally prc i 3 a Napoleon
..nd .* s-int. Ur,oar such le d r 3 mankind fill be l~d _.nd
mis-led in turn.
The idealists have sought u iversal values, but nations
differ in their culture according to their native tempera-
ment and climate. According to Cl rton, tl ordinary
man should be left to do the important 1 gs by himself,
and it is as absurd to off er to make his laws dor him as
to blow his nose for him* Granting the highest motives, a
fell-swoop solution of man’s problems is more wishful think-
ing tu-.n ;,r.,cticubl .
Trying to imagine one's self living in Mor ' s "Utopia",
Bellamy's twenty-fir it itury B Wells'
State is a grim exercise. Like the savage in "Brave New
World", most men prefer the over-compensations of a struggle.
' cl should 3d hi® grasp, or what’s a he
for" seems a healthier philosophy than the doctrine of
P :rf action.
In "Walled Towns" by Ralph Adams Cram we read ....
:
T le soul Is not for .ver engaged in the graceful industry

of building fox its®lf - st tely mansions; it is
quite as frequently employed in defiling and destroying
thos® air® dy built, and in substit 0 the hovel for
al ce. It is net even, jxcept at infrequent int r-
-?G'r:vn of improving its condition. As a whole,
man is not an animal that is eager for enlightment tin t
it may follow after the right." "Nor is education -
free, universal, secular and "efficient" - an universal
panacea for -this persistent disease of backsliding; it
is not even a palliative cr a prophylactic. The most
ini ensive educational period ever known had issue in the
lost or . osterous war in history."
A Divine Veto seems to ennok Utopianism.
-.r
.
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- UTOUPIA" I STIC COT’TRI^'TIO?-! TO TOOTAL "ETTER T
The critics of th Utopians are divided into two classes
those who are prejudiced against speculative philosophers,
propounding illusory schemes, and those ^ho sift the fantasy
fron
.
possible and accept the prophecy. The first group
are positive that regimentation of mankind is no prelude to
uni e ' rsal harmony. Th- second or not gullible but noi ful,
for history has shown th t m n's sense of power, .is int 1-
li w .nee, nd ability have mala for progress.
From the Utopi examined hav seen that social evils
have ~lw ys pleaded for r -forms. Th- t the rl s havr. not
been futile can be pointed out in many inst nces. Man's
i l , n shaped in no small degree by the dreamers and
philosophers. Sir Thomas More's dreams ser _ " semi-
deliverance from the hua n prison" of th si Kt ce ltury.
The fact that his b )k iras translated into many 1? nguages
uld indicate that the world sought his ideas, and not in
vain. Our twentieth century takes for granted nany of the
pia"s institutions* Let us examine the evidence:
First, there i the pr do Inating democratic element in
the "Uto.-i-: " ( :
,
ge E:> vhich our United States 3 iggl
to glorify. The people lect their leader by representation,
.nd their int rests dominate his rule. Personal gain is out
of the question. That Mor r d fco hope for such a f of
government while T! nry the Eighth ruled by Divine Right no
Il
I
diabolic 1 inspiration utrirs him. as a dar ing g nius.
Second: The six-hour working day ( page 11 ^, in
the interests of culture and rell- it 1 4 sure, is prac-
II3 >re. More’s social for sight
jpiration. His anticipations in day when the "have-nol
enjoyed no welfare be fits r quite remarkable* It is
easily understood th t his broad vision and daring b
a class of literature ffhich took on the na 0 of hi perfect
co mi. on v alth.
Third: JLvoo 1 1 i g Lo fx dom id toler ...
He even sanctioned divorce on grounds of extreme pervarse-
and adultery. The unfor • n condition! of the jarly
sixteenth century denied man of the rights he had expect d
fro. ge of Christianity. There
gaj t 5n rich and poor, and the evils of poverty were
ubiquitous. As ~ r suit th ’lurch was f -at losing its
unquestionable dominanc masses and kings. But
that More prognosticated religious tolerance among men when
pu rove Henry’ s 1 Pope
and his subseq rrj ge annulment, ehowg t he
d hi s time.
’ 3 regarding crime and punish
accepted. Because it he - hen
.
rov d that • overty is one
of the primary causes of crime, much has been done in the
Lted States to alleviate . ; . The practice of making

3c
men mi sorable (see pa& 15) r.ithor than killing them for
minor crimes has been developed in a superlative way
centuries. German's concentration camps
are "Utopian” in this respect.
Fifth: Universal education. The deficiencies of
the sixteenth century schooling wer so obcious to such
an intellect that he could not but hope for broader vision
in posterity. More had . faith in human nature that was
destined to be k pt by many of his folio /er 3 . In some
inst c s, man -has transcended his fondest hopes, and
perhaps may still fulfill others: "Dreams are rudiments
of the grQ't stats to come.".
Sixth: The advocacy of healthful recreation a 3 con-
ducive to a healthy st te of mind j nd body. The progress
in physj 1 eu3 ure, tional, and international
sports would no doubt delight this hum ni but contrari-
wise, there are those ?ho ,,ro Id have the days of the joust
in preference.
Seventh: The conception of coon unity of property
planted a seed that has had torturous growth, ^h t its
fruit shall be h. s y <t to be seen. The .idea of co non
public good has found expression in Socialism nd Commu-
nism. In our wn United States ther or cany current
^ millenial "isms". The Townsend Plan is one - representative
of others. The "cure-all" idea seems to be their corres-
%
-* y ' give
"
... g ty "or" -.3 born out of bis
. The Rc s velt regime would not find ais ideas so
an chronistic.
Eighth: The unity of nations as discussed in the
"Utopi: n is de outly to b *1 shod fox. It is the plea of
Lay . World
t 13 / d it . . c achieved, but now we know
better. The pendulum of intern .. tional sent ii-.-.-nt sr ..s to
ing from friendship to hate in definite tickings of
de tiny. T join those iconoclasts who tear the illusion
of ... n* 3 Ossenl Lai g 33 to pieces and reveal his
3 • tial cue edness* Goodnes y y b ith u
and then during our lives, but we shall always find
... i.»s xi nu .n n. tvr .
One could go on 'itemizing the constructive contribu-
}« T y. Bacon’s H
Salomon, an ii ' t for x h a advancement of learning,
is almost a perf ct pattern of our research laboratories
of today# What they plish (as pointer cut
in "Take a Look at the Future”*) is a di 3taut echo from
t h? " New At la at is".
More aid Campanella suggested oh' value f preventa-
tive medicine* They, with Bacon, have been called the
prophets of the modern eugenics mov jment . And all the
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Utopians believed in the equality of the sexes. The 33
veil-wishers for hu nlty h:.v • , uy comp r
. ble qualities,
infl ice he s been trei endous.
To summarize: All of the Utopians had an admirable
Pitici 1 the mistakes of their times
pointed out corrections to th c ning generations. If
it by other 4 *
doing it to Utopian thinking. The submergence of the
individual for th
.
ubl i 0 g d Li , id t i
r/nase of Utopianism is supposed to t bold crite ion of
ilue. But pai f th -orId thi 0 i
trend tod y, ing to Wells, will be an accompli
fust "tomorrow” - to the univ rs 1 benefit of mankind.
The modern Utopians axe great levellers. They would
no lasses and no castes. Ec . ically, m n should
eq ally. They reduce life to mere living. If
,
he struggle towards Utopian ideals by giving man
Utopia itself
,
the ver y z 3 1 of 11 v i ng i 3 goil9 . v0 3 1 n
snjoy working out problems that cannot be sol d
-•troke of the en. In theory, in’s economic status may
be equalized, but what of th diversity in talents and
paraent? Can these be > d to ' smooth r cipe
- irmonious living? I doubt it, and I believe that
^ > Well 3 , nd Huxley aid not dream of literal appli-
cation.
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. ti section with his state h 9
kept the wheels of progress turning since time beg n.
"Deliver me from sleek contentment" used to be « pr yer
;
it is now the r sychiatr ists 1 advice.
Many are under the delusion that the quiet life of
a few generations gc iri ble . Here is an excerpt
from Cha- t r One of "Uto i 3" writt sn in 187 S by a
Rev. M. Kaufman; "Our laboring population ire iiss - d
with their own share in the wealth of nations, and me ?t
us at present complain of life at high pressure, burn r. ; d
as " r e ar^- ” r ith th- cares and .nxi -ties atte ding a severe
struggle for existence in this iron age of competition.
•Ju 3 1 as w> ch f under this constant str in of brain nd
n rve, to th r at detriment of health, comfort, and
restfulness* . t all ages of th Id, id rery
Civilized community, men, often placed under less favorable
circumst nces than ourselves, have given vent to their
diss ti if ction ri th existing social arr-ng n ts."
’sat Le 1 ich 1 i s si
b gan and probably ever shall be. We cannot belittle the
dreamers, for the ideal s of the ITtopi 'ns breath hoy - into
mankind n< 3 11c our a g -action. They . .. y bo cor. sidf.Tod .3
timulma^flinth g ss of civilization; (those fnnati
is of satirists like Huxley we cannot treat seriously.)
’ t i red
* •
.
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for it inevitably follows th its visions b c goals
to be attained. We au Imit h t the Uto i ms have be n
inspirational! sts > they have furnished th- ir&terials with
which man has experimented. If theidreams they dreamed
have not always been applicable or practicable, their
guiding spirit tow rds perf ^ ion h..3 not be n follow d in
vain. The earlier Utopias reflect rs s igh
rincipled -writers who h; d s-r.so of responsibility for
the b tteroent of society.
It can be granted that had we had no dr ?an; r s, no
doubt th-3 world would bo much
. 3 it is now, due to discov-
ery, invention, and science, but their sign-posts of en-
couragement have definit -ly h Ir -i ra n J 0 k p to the
more direct path. Utopia ma; lways r in a land beyond
nan’s reach, but it is more import nt that trav-
eling in its direction. P rhip? sous day it will be
discovered that Man’s Utopia lies ithin himself.
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- Digest -
This thesis has attempt ?d to make an analysis of
the liter ry Utopians from 1516 to 1S33 with the view
of selecting their contributions to social welfare. From
a survey of th so vision ry reforms we found that the
possibilities of science kindled the It aginations of th«
dreamers; they prognosticated . nj f . . 3tu liti
of to twentieth century.
The "Utopia” by Sir Tho; s More (1516) w s th first
to be c on?id r ed, f or it is from this book that Utopian
literature - - its not.'?. A fictit >r, Ralpl
Hythlodaye, describes an i 1 nd where education, work for
all, community of b o.as, ana a high moral philosophy com-
bine for ideal living. The romantic theme set a new style
in literature: a Robinson Cruso^ : o p s from reality.
Chronologically, Thou s mpanella's "City of the Sun”
(1623) follows. This monk ’ s dream-world treats the commu-
nistic tay .f living. His .op! r. rul d by pailo err a -*r-
priests arho preach wisdom, love, and power as th< hig st
virtues. The state, through the individual, promotes
collectiv. goou. Tho s of his i-^.s "Me;: ar » not itrre r a
from Pinto r -fl ct nis monastic training.
•
”New Atlantic” by Fre icis Bacon (1654) glorifies
science; its pursuit gu rg tees harmonious living. The
inhabitants of this intellectual world are educated and
..
.
•
%
*
.
.
governed by the state. "New Atl ... is" . . a complete
work, but was to have been supplement d by a second part,
setting forth the laws of a model commonwealth.
Cc. _ u ? ' ... ,,T. ... 0 B d" (1808) oc
a "share-the 1 th" system of government as a key to
universal happiness. T ". c has.been the
most opul ir of American books on th ? subject.
H. G. Fells in his "Shape of Things to Com " creates
a world State at the cry nse of individualism. The author
is known for hi 3 impatience 'ith th- : slow pace of progress.
He reviews the attempts in democracy, nd ths results of
the Torld Fur. It is his prophecy that the forces of
socialism -rill bring -b at a new u-.-sign for living.
Alaous Huxley's "Brave Ne ’ ,rTorid" arodies the
"Shape of Things -c Come". He carries the possibilities
of science, medicine, and modern eugenics to hu r us
extremes, but his satire is a piercing criticism of an
over-industrialized, over -mechanized 7 rid.
We have assn th t all the Utoyi ns had much in
common; they aimed at the culture of their /ir nm nt,
they believed that the land id - t 3 . sources belonged
to in- community, rid they mode vork a com on function.
Equal ep Drtunity for education was a# unanimous plea.
In doing away with private property, ihe-y over-locked
the fact th -.t it is one of induce:.. -nts to individual
/'
*
.
• •
.
'
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effort; they belittled lf-interest. T ivooatl g
barrack life they failed to consider that -join
a privacy 1 3irable. Their greatest ov rsight,
hewe v r, 19 their failure to realise that life is a
vtru^le and probably will continue to be. Th ••y aid
not take men as they are, but as they i shed them to
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